75 Jazz artistes across the world come together to celebrate
International Jazz Day
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The National Centre for the Performing Arts celebrates jazz around the world
by bringing together over 75 artistes across the globe in commemoration of
International Jazz Day

Jazz has always been about music promising hope and freedom, an art
form which evokes identity and augments the desire to express. And to
celebrate the International Jazz Day,(April 30, 2020), the NCPA Mumbai,
has brought together over 75 Jazz artistes across the
world.
Intimate home-recordings of performances by local and international
Jazz legends from around the globe will be broadcasted for three
days (April 29 to May 1) on the social media platforms. In light of
these trying times, the NCPA joins in the endeavor with this online
initiative to bring communities together and pay a touching tribute to
Jazz through special online video performances by these artists.

The artistes who have come together for this global celebration include
maestros from India, the United States of America, Italy, Japan, Israel,
Netherlands, Germany, London and Singapore amongst other countries.
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Performances by these artistes will be broadcasted at multiple intervals
during the three days, taking into account all cities, countries and time
zones in the hopes of celebrating International Jazz Day together around
the world.

The celebration will also include a special feature of saxophonist and
vocalist, Camille Thurman with the Darrell Green Trio that will go live as a
part of the NCPA at home on YouTube on the D-day at 6pm.
Their videos that have been collated by the centre and feature artists from
the largest jazz hubs from all around the world expressing themselves from
the comforts of their homes in this celebration of hope.
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